530 East 8th Street, Los
Angeles, CA 90014; 5th Floor

fdphotostudio.com/studio-rent/studio-b/

+1 (323) 454-2323

Studio B
Blackout studio engineered for precision lighting control

Gain complete control over your lighting setup with this blackout photo studio for rent. This studio was
designed for a controlled light setup with just one window that can be completely obscured, black walls, and
minimal dark furnishings.
The ability to manipulate light in this studio is unmatched. The dark walls and floor really have the potential to
become a character all on their own. Let the natural darkness of the setting seep into your work or really
make your subject explode with a custom lighting rig. The flat black atmosphere makes adjustments simple
and precise; with no harsh reflections to deal with. You can tune your lighting setup for maximum control.
Finetuning is a breeze with no competing light sources, and you can enjoy a freedom of control that other
studios struggle to offer.
All our studios come with included extras, like access to makeup stations, free Wi-Fi, a mini-fridge, a range of
paper backdrops, and more. . .
Use the unique advantage of this particular studio and experiment with different patterns and intensities of
light with our wide range of available equipment. This studio is the perfect laboratory for telling a story.

Studio B

Studio B
Rental Rates
Monday - Friday

12 Hour Pack

$24.99 /
hour

Total: $299

4 Hour Pack

$34.99 /

12% Discount

37% Discount

hour

Total: $139

12 Hour Pack

$29.99 /

33% Discount

hour

Total: $359

4 Hour Pack

$39.99 /

11% Discount

8 Hour Pack

$29.99 /
hour

1 hour minimum

$39.99 /

8 Hour Pack

$34.99 /

Rent By Hour

25% Discount
Total: $239

hour

Saturday - Sunday

hour

Rent By Hour
1 hour minimum

Total: $159

hour

22% Discount
Total: $279

$44.99 /
hour

Included with each rent
4

100% Private Stage

4

3x Flash Units (Strobes)

4

2x Make-up Station

4

AC / Fan (14k BTU)

4

No Insurance / Permits

4

Wireless Triggers

4

Sound System (AUX)

4

Mini Fridge (3.2 cu.ft.)

4

Paper Backdrops

4

Free Wi-Fi

4

Black Leather Sofa

Studio B - Floorplan

